Raise and shaft drilling, a continuing
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SYNOPSIS
Although the past decade has witnessed many improvements in large-diameter drilling machinery for the boring
of raises, there is still room for improvement both in operational use and in the design of equipment. Some of the
available machines are described and illustrated, and it is concluded that the possibilities of new systems and designs
should continually be re-assessed since the factors that determine their feasibility, such as bore diameter,
cutter costs, and penetration rates, are changing rapidly.
AMEVATTING
Hoewel daar gedurende die afgelope dekade talle verbeterings in boormasjienerie met 'n groot diameter vir die
boor van styggange was, is daar nog kans op verbetering wat sower die gebruik as die ontwerp van die uitrusting
betref. Sommige van die beskikbare masjiene word beskryf en afgebeeld en daar word tot die slotsom gekom dat
die moontlikhede van nuwe stelsels en ontwerpe voortdurend opnuut geevalueer moet word, aangesien die faktore
wat die uitvoerbaarheid daarvan bepaal, soos die boordiameter, koste van die snyers en indringingstempo's, vinnig
verander.

The adoption
of large-diameter
drilling machinery
for the boring
of raises in underground
mining is
regarded as one of the important
advances of the last decade. Many
mines have modified their development programmes
in order to take
advantage of the new methods and
equipment. The range of equipment
available to the user has increased
in terms of size, capability,
and
efficiency, but the basic concepts and
general arrangements have seen little
change.
RECENT
MACHINE
REFINEMENTS
Important
improvements
have
been made during this decade of
raise-drill evolution, one of the main
areas of development
being the
cutters.
Cutter cost per foot of bored raise
has been reduced by half in the last
few years. Improvements
have been
made in the mounting
bases or
housings, in the bearings and seals,
and in the cutting structure.
Improved efficiency and substantially
lowered costs have been achieved as
a result of the recent introduction to
raise drilling of disc cutters with replaceable cutter rings. These cutters,
together with tungsten carbide insert versions
of the same basic
design,
show great
promise
for
raise driUing in all types of rock,
and the lower cutter
costs are
opening the way to economic drilling
of larger-diameter
raises in hard
rock.
Today's equipment leaves plenty
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of room for improvement
in the
areas of operational use and equipment design.
(a)

On the operational
side, little
effort has been made to automate or improve muck-handling
systems. The use of specially
developed storage areas for the
temporary
storage of cuttings
and the adoption of continuous
or automatic
conveying
may
reduce
downtime
related
to
mucking.

(b) Raise drills can be designed to
have their own power sources
and other accessory services for
completely independent
operation. The supply of air or water
as a bailing medium during
pilot-hole
drilling
can be a
problem in remote areas of a
mine, and, in deep holes or
water-making
formations,
the
use of air as a bailing medium
may become unpractical.
The
use of water in the volumes required for proper bailing is not
practical in most underground
operations if the water is wasted
in the drift. Portable re-circulating tanks for bailing water
may be considered.
(c) Accuracy with raise drills has
improved
and is usually acceptable when proper driUing
procedures and stabilization are
used. However,
no practical
method has been developed for
the drilling of precisely accurate
raises, which are sometimes required where a hoisting system
is to be installed in a bored
raise or where the raise has to
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connect two existing installations.
(d) The drill string of the conventional raise drill is the part
of the system imposing
the
most fundamental
limitations.
It has a high initial cost, and,
in very deep raises, its own
parasitic weight may become a
limitation.
In deep raises, because of its inherent elasticity,
there is a continual fluctuation
in the torque and speed at the
cutterhead.
Improper
stabilization and fluctuating
speed
and torque can result in undesirably high peak loading of
the cutters and unusually high
cutter wear.
PRESENT
AND FUTURE
RAISE-DRILL
CONCEPTS
The mines that have used raise
drills have found their speed and
safety attractive,
and many have
made efforts to adapt their mining
systems to the use of this equipment.
However, the mining methods best
suited to particular ore bodies, such as
the gold-bearing
formations
of the
Witwatersrand,
will not permit extensive use of raise drilling with the
down-drilling
and
up-reaming
method
commonly
used in other
mining districts.
Some mines are
calling for larger and deeper raises,
or rapid connections to the surface
for additional ventilation
capacity.
Ways must be developed of putting
more power and performance
into
machines that can be used underground
without
serious
loss of
mobility
and efficiency.
Perhaps
other arrangements
and concepts
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used models from one manufacturer
are shown in Fig. 2. The limitations
apply to the reaming of vertical
raises in homogeneous hard rock with
cutter loads of 10 000 to 40 000 Ib
per cutter. A reduction of the cutter
load permits larger and longer raises
to be completed,
but the rate of
penetration
is reduced. The torque
limitation is shown at the slowest
reaming speed for each machine.
Fig. 3 is a machine similar to the
conventional raise drill, except that
it uses a gear reduction in the raise
head. Thrust
is applied
entirely
through the drill string. Power is
transmitted
to the head through the
drill string, which revolves at high
speed but at a relatively low torque.
The reamer head requires a torque
reactor, which is depicted on the
drawing.
The normal threaded driIJ string

Fig. I-Conventional

raise drill

should be considered in view of these
expanding requirements. Some of the
possibilities are described below.
Fig. 1 is an illustration of a conventional raise drill, which consists
of a drive motor and gear reducer to
provide rotation, and hydraulic cylinders for thmst. All the thmst and
torque are transmitted
through the
drill string to the cutterhead.
The
cuttings produced
in the reaming
operation fall away by gravity while
the raise head reams the pilot hole
upward.
A widely used raise drill is shown
in Plate I operating in one of the
Boliden Company's mines in Sweden.
These machines have bored raises
1500 Et deep and up to 8 feet in
diameter.
Plate II shows a larger model, the
most powerful raise drill built to
date. These machines are reaming
holes in Australia and the D.S.A.
12 ft in diameter and up to 2000 ft
in depth.
Plate III shows a 12 ft diameter
dome-shaped reamer collaring a raise
in a granite porphyry
at Hecla's
Lakeshore property in Arizona.
The raise diameter
and depth
capacities for the most commonly
62
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has a much higher tensile or pull
capacity
than
torque
capacity.
Therefore, the utilization of a geared
raise head means that larger raises
can be reamed with an inexpensive
drill string. The basic size of the
raise-drill unit would become smaller
because the method eliminates some
of the structural
requirements
and
gear reduction at the drill. However,
the raise head
becomes
larger,
heavier, and more expensive.
The machine in Fig. 4 resembles a
vertical tunnel borer. All reaming
thmst and torque are exerted at the
reaming head. No operating forces
are transmitted
through the drill
string. The sequence of events for
operation are as fo]]ows: first, a sma]]
pilot hole, perhaps 8 inches in diameter, is drilled from the upper level;
the hole is thtm back-reamed
to
a-pproxilllf-l,tely 18 in, and special
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Fig.

ribs are attached
to the same drill
steel as it is re-assembled
in the hole
(if a down-reaming
system
is employed,
the ribs can be attached
as
the
hole
is reamed);
the
power
cables
required
to run the boring
unit
are then
fitted
between
the
ribs,
and
are lowered
down
the
raise and connected
to the machine;
the machine
grips against
the walls
and applies
thrust
to the head by
forcing
upward
against
the gripper
system.
During
recycling
of the
thrust
and
gripper
system,
the
boring
unit
is suspended
by the
drill string.
If no upper
access is available,
a
similar
method
could
employ
a
drilled-up
pilot
hole rather
than
a
drilled-down
hole. In that case, the
drill
stem would
be locked
into the
rock at the upper
end like a rock
bolt,
and the machine
would
walk
up the
drill
stem
as it reamed
around
it.
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2-Raise-drill

capacities

An early concept
in raise drilling
is the pilot-hole
'up drilling-down
reaming'
method
shown
in Fig.
5.
This method
employs
all the same
components
as those
used by the
standard
raise drill.
All the drilling
forces
are transmitted
through
the
drill string.
This feature
has been offered
as an
accessory
on the standard
machines
by several
manufacturers,
but the
method
has met with limited
success.
Some of the rock cut by the outer
cutters
is re-ground
by inner cutters,
resulting
in a lower
rate of penetration
and high
cutter
wear,
and
the control
of the cuttings
in both
pilot-hole
drilling
and
reaming
is
a problem.
In broken
rock, dislodged
pieces tend to jam both the cutterhead and the drill stem.
The reasons
for the use of this
method
have
usually
been limited
access to the drift
above,
where
it
would
be difficult
to move
in and
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erect the raise drill, and elimination
of restrictions
on the upper drift
during operation.
It may also be
employed where exact location of the
raise is important at the lower level
but not above.
There have been relatively
few
attempts at full-face or blind drilling
upward. In some instances, raises
are required
where there is no
opening in the upper level, and Fig.
6 shows a machine suitable for this
application.
The machine illustrated here transmits both torque and thrust through
the drill string, which should be of
relatively large diameter to provide
adequate
rigidity. The drill string
requires
periodic
stabilization
to
prevent
buckling.
When using a
large-diameter
drill string, one has
the option of having the cuttings
pass down the centre of the string.
The busic configuration
of the
machine i~ similar to the standard
SEPTEMBER
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cuttings are passed down through
the pilot hole. A tunnel-borer
type
of machine is used with a modified
cutterhead and gripping system. The
!!haft can be lined as it proceeds
downward.
'ThIs method of !!haft
driHing has been used successfuI1y
at several locations, including the
White Pine Mine in Michigan and
recently in a German coal mine.
The driHing principle illustrated
in Fig. 10 is more familiar. Shaft
drilling by thii'i method has been
used successfully at numerous
locations. The drilling unit is usually
a modified oil-well rig. Torque is
transmitted
from a kelly to the drill
string and the cutterhead. Thrust is
obtained by adding weighted drill
collars above the cutting head. The
cuttings are removed by suspension
in drilling mud and are pumped to
the surface, or, in some cases, airlift reverse circulation is employed.
Blind holes up to 5000 ft deep
have been completed by this method,
and bores as large as 12 ft in diameter. Major disadvantages
of this
method are the size, cost, and power
required
for the equipment
employed, and the shaft must be left
unlined until drilling has been completed.

Plate

"-The

most powerful

raise drill. The thrust cylinders are
blank-end
up, which offers the
possibility of a dual-purpose machine
in that inversion of the drive head
means the machine can be used for
down-drilling and up-reaming.
Other possibilities
can be considered in the design of blind-hole
raise drills. Fig. 7 is similar to the
unit shown in Fig. 6; however, this
machine contains a drive motor at
the cutterhead.
Hydraulic cylinders
on the machine
at the bottom
provide
thrust
through
the drill
string; however, the drill string in
this case does not rotate. A nonrotating
stabilization
system close
to the raise head can be employed
to provide directional control. With
steering capability at the face, precisely accurate raises can be drilled
using a laser-beam reference.
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raise drill built to date

Another possibility in this type
of machine would be to provide a
gripper
system
just behind
the
reamer
head to provide
thrust,
torque
being applied
through
a
rotating drill string.
The concepts
described
in the
preceding paragraph have been combined in the machine iHustrated in
Fig. 8. Both thrust and torque are
provided up the hole in this design,
and a non-rotating,
fully stabilized
driH string or truss member is used
as a secondary
back-slip
safety
device. The driH string can be of
relatively light section in this case
since it must carry only the dead
weight of the equipment above it.
The method illustrated in Fig. 9
consists in driHing a pilot hole by
means of a conventional raise drill,
and then reaming from the top down
to the required large diameter. The

Fig. 3-Raise

drill with geared

head
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Fig. IO-Shaft

Plate Ill-A

12 foot diameter

The machine depicted in Fig. 11
is a self-contained,
down-the-hole
shaft drill. This device elevates the
cuttings by air lift to a hopper above
the machine, where they are then
discharged into a skip to be hoisted
to the surface. As with the system
shown in Fig. 9, the shaft can be
lined as the boring machine proceeds
downward.
If a primary lining is
required, it may take the form of
rock bolts with wire mesh, or ring
beams with lagging perhaps covered
by gunnite.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of mechanical
boring
equipment for the drilling of raises
and shafts will continue to expand
66
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with surface

rig
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in underground
mining. The shafts
will grow in size as cutter costs are
reduced through continued research.
In some cases, new high-speed
drilling systems for mine development, or for the speedy increase of
ventilation
capacity,
will be important
factors contributing
to a
mine's profitability. The possibilities
of new systems and new designs must
continually
be re-assessed
since
many of the factors tha(determined
feasibility in the past, such as bore
diameter
and
depth
capability,
cutter costs, and penetration
rates,
are changing rapidly.
The future can clearly be seen to
hold the potential
for innovative
change.
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